GBC012 Boost Settings Keeper™

Save Vehicle Settings With Easy Operation.
Change or disconnect your vehicle’s battery without losing programmed electronic settings.

The GBC012 OBDII Boost Settings Keeper connects to the XGC port on NOCO Genius Boost GB70 and GB150 jump starters to maintain power to onboard vehicle computer systems. The GBC012 is compatible with any OBDII port, found in all vehicles built after 1995. Safely disconnect and replace your vehicle’s battery without losing clock settings, radio stations, seat positions, and more.

Premium Materials
For fast and easy connections, GBC012 uses the universal OBDII port found in all vehicles manufactured after 1995.

Built with durable, high-performance materials designed to survive harsh conditions and abuse.

Heavy Duty Design
Compatible with NOCO GB70 & GB150 jump starters. The GBC012 connects to the 12V XGC-OUT port.

From custom engineered strain reliefs to heavy gauge wire, NOCO accessories are dirt, water, UV, and impact resistant.
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GBC012 Boost Settings Keeper™

Safely disconnect and replace your car battery without losing settings such as clock, radio, seat position, and more. Simply plug the GBC012 Boost Settings Keeper into your vehicle’s OBDII port located under the steering wheel, and connect to the 12V XGC OUT port on a NOCO GB70 or GB150 jump starter. Power on Boost and you are ready to disconnect your vehicle’s battery. After the new battery is in, power off the Boost unit and disconnect.

Technical Specifications:

- **Input:** XGC IN
- **Output:** OBDII connector
- **Length:** 30 inches
- **Weight:** 0.17 pounds

Compatible Models:

Boost Jump Starters
- GB70
- GB150

Retail Packaging:
- Dimensions: 1.6"x5.1"x3.2"
- Weight: 0.20 lbs
- UPC: 0-46221-17017-7

Inner Carton:
- Dimensions: 1.8"x5.4"x3.5"
- Weight: 0.26 lbs

Master Carton:
- Dimensions: 11.3"x11.9"x11.6"
- Weight: 10.35 lbs
- Quantity: 36
- UCC: 1046221160182
- Units Per Pallet: 3,456 Units
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